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Riemann hypothesis is true in quantum physics. 

A real surface is the 2D extension of a spinning monopole 

The least real value is 1 since monopoles are not of fractions. 

All real measurable are of positive values. 

Negative values are of surface rotation in real quarter. 

Rotational values must be calculated separately from 

extensional values. 

There are 2 zeros relating to the monopoles binary nature. 

The definite XY Zero is of the monopole as less than real space 

measurable. 

The relative .5,.5=1 is the zero in the so called critical strip. 

Any monopole extension will generate a real quantum of 

measurable space with the real value 1. 

All real values 1 of the Z-function will thus show up as having 

real part .5 in the complex image. 

The imaginary values are related to the empirically 

undetectable zero point with definite XY=0. 

XY=0 is not measurable since it is a point entity which defines 

the zero limit where the monopole extension does not 

generate spatial dimensionals. 

As a real space value 1, the pole frequency of the extended 

surface wavelength 1 is silent to observation. 

The silent value relates to uncertainty in measurement and 

likely to phenomena such as parity, antimatter, flux tube, 

wormhole and inversion of signs. 

As the monopoles surface extension is real space, the internal 

silent zero spin should be understood as real time/frequency. 

Pi is corrected to be 3 because the extension radius .5 is when 

including the zero points radius .2. But .2 has no real space 

value so r.5  is dimensionally r.3 (red dotted circle). 

When extension is measured as real surface, there is loss of 

zero point values .2  i.e. the time/frequency values, indicated 

by red lines. This can be understood as the zero point 

frequency of any real space that cannot be dimensioned as 

space itself. Therefore, Pi decimals are added as time, inherent 

in every basic quantum of space generated by monopoles 

extensions.  

 

 


